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TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 25, Airport
Passenger Terminal Planning and Design comprises a guidebook, spreadsheet
models, and a user's guide in two volumes and a CD-ROM intended to provide
guidance in planning and developing airport passenger terminals and to assist
users in analyzing common issues related to airport terminal planning and
design. Volume 1 of ACRP Report 25 explores the passenger terminal planning
process and provides, in a single reference document, the important criteria and
requirements needed to help address emerging trends and develop potential
solutions for airport passenger terminals. Volume 1 addresses the airside,
terminal building, and landside components of the terminal complex. Volume 2 of
ACRP Report 25 consists of a CD-ROM containing 11 spreadsheet models,
which include practical learning exercises and several airport-specific sample
data sets to assist users in determining appropriate model inputs for their
situations, and a user's guide to assist the user in the correct use of each model.
The models on the CD-ROM include such aspects of terminal planning as design
hour determination, gate demand, check-in and passenger and baggage
screening, which require complex analyses to support planning decisions. The
CD-ROM is also available for download from TRB's website as an ISO image.
TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 104: Defining and
Measuring Aircraft Delay and Airport Capacity Thresholds offers guidance to help
airports understand, select, calculate, and report measures of delay and capacity.
The report describes common metrics, identifies data sources, recommends
metrics based on an airport's needs, and suggests ways to potentially improve
metrics.
The Manual of Tests and Criteria contains criteria, test methods and procedures
to be used for classification of dangerous goods according to the provisions of
Parts 2 and 3 of the United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods, Model Regulations, as well as of chemicals presenting
physical hazards according to the Globally Harmonized System of Classification
and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). As a consequence, it supplements also
national or international regulations which are derived from the United Nations
Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods or the GHS. At its ninth
session (7 December 2018), the Committee adopted a set of amendments to the
sixth revised edition of the Manual as amended by Amendment 1. This seventh
revised edition takes account of these amendments. In addition, noting that the
work to facilitate the use of the Manual in the context of the GHS had been
completed, the Committee considered that the reference to the
"Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods" in the title of the
Manual was no longer appropriate, and decided that from now on, the Manual
should be entitled "Manual of Tests and Criteria".
Compendium of International Civil AviationOversight of Civil Aeronautics Board
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Practices and ProceduresHearings Before the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate,
Ninety-fourth Congress, First Session ...Appendix, oversight of Civil Aeronautics
Board practices and proceduresappendix to hearings before the Subcommittee
on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Committee on the Judiciary,
United States Senate, Ninety-fourth Congress, first session ...Assessment of
Technologies Deployed to Improve Aviation SecurityFirst ReportNational
Academies Press
The major objective of this book was to identify issues related to the introduction of new
materials and the effects that advanced materials will have on the durability and
technical risk of future civil aircraft throughout their service life. The committee
investigated the new materials and structural concepts that are likely to be incorporated
into next generation commercial aircraft and the factors influencing application
decisions. Based on these predictions, the committee attempted to identify the design,
characterization, monitoring, and maintenance issues that are critical for the
introduction of advanced materials and structural concepts into future aircraft.
This report assesses the operational performance of explosives-detection equipment
and hardened unit-loading devices (HULDs) in airports and compares their operational
performance to their laboratory performance, with a focus on improving aviation
security.
Bringing readers and travelers a fascinating but cautionary account of an airport’s
baggage-handling system, Steve Chart shares the many interesting and at times
humorous investigations he undertook as a security consultant to the Airports Company
South Africa. In 2007 Steve Chart was appointed with the task of assisting in the
reduction of baggage pilferage at OR Tambo International Airport in South Africa. What
Steve soon realized, however, was that in terms of security, the airport wasn’t a vessel
with a small leakage problem but a boat on the absolute verge of sinking. He
discovered a criminal incursion within the South African travel industry, encountering
countless cases of corruption, poor management, and no desire to take responsibility.
This personal narrative of his investigations serves as a reminder to the public about
protecting their luggage, themselves, and their fellow travelers.
The official FAA guide to aircraft weight and balance.
Committee Serial No. 22. pt.1/v.1: Includes CAB report "Transcontinental Coach-Type Service
Case," Nov. 7, 1951 (p. 421-515). pt.1/v. 2: Includes S. Rpt. 82-540 "Report on Role of
Irregular Airlines in U.S. Air Transportation Industry," July 10, 1951 (p. 851-941). pt.2/v.1:
Includes FCC Order No. 37, docket No. 5060 "Report on Chain Broadcasting," May, 1941 (p.
3533-3690) and FCC "Sixth Report and Order," Apr. 14, 1925 (p. 3785-3956). pt. 2/v. 2:
Includes discussion of television industry impact on songwriter royalties. Hearings were held in
NYC. pt. 2/v.3: Includes Columbia Broadcasting System report "Network Practices," June 1956
(p. 5099-5245); and Cravath, Swaine, and Moore report "Opinion of Counsel and
Memorandum Concerning the Applicability of the Antitrust Laws to the Television Broadcast
Activities of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.," June 4, 1956 (p. 5313-5406); and Columbia
Broadcasting System report "Analysis of Senator John W. Bricker's Report Entitled "The
Network Monopoly,"' June 1956 (p. 5407-5486).
Urges the US Congress to establish a national airport cooperative research program. The
committee that produced the report called such a program essential to ensuring airport
security, efficiency, safety, and environmental compatibility.
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Handbook of Checked Baggage Screening – Advanced Airport Security Operation is a
practical guide for project managers and designers embarking on hold-baggage screening
developments within the airport environment for the first time. The book clearly explains away
any uncertainty about the processes and procedures to be used by the various parties involved
within the industry and sets out ‘best practice’ with respect to checked baggage screening
design. Valuable lessons can be learned from actual case studies contributed by leading
equipment manufacturers on recent 100% hold baggage screening projects. In addition to the
all-important security screening of baggage and passengers the book also looks at the
following areas associated with airport security, through the use of a detailed structured
security check-list evaluation questionnaire. The questionnaire allows airports to assess the
state of readiness of their airports and then, using the other chapters, gain an insight regarding
which technology will best solve any security gaps. The authors offer a unique perspective
through their background and experience. Many of the checked baggage screening
procedures and equipment discussed in the book have already been implemented in the UK,
with the authors responsible for leading this effort. The combined experience they can offer to
the industry world wide is invaluable.
This document provides guidance to States and operators for developing procedures and
policies for dealing with dangerous goods incidents on board aircraft. It contains general
information on the factors that may need to be considered when dealing with any dangerous
goods incident and provides specific emergency response drill codes for each item listed in the
Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air

Aviation has grown leaps and bounds within the last decade. Aviation courses and
training at all levels have shown an exponential increase around the globe. There has
been a restricted focus on writing books in this sector of the economy, mainly due to the
shortage of expertise in this specialist and complex area. This book was written with the
purpose of meeting this need of the aviation sector. Due to the diversified nature of
aviation knowledge, which includes flying, engineering, airports, allied trades for aircraft
and airports, airline and airport management and operations, education, etc., one text
alone will not suffice and do justice to address all these areas. It is envisaged to
develop subsequent parts of this book to cover all these knowledge areas. This book is
the first installment of any subsequent books and explores issues including airline
management and operations, airline business models, airport systems, flight
operational procedures, aircraft maintenance, runway safety management systems,
and air traffic management. In particular, attention will be given to aspects such as
analysis of air traffic in a domestic market, runway safety management systems, critical
success factors for multiple MRO service providers, key pain points of the industry to be
addressed to move into the future, new research on hub airports for international flights,
new business models for airlines, and runway safety management systems. This book
is useful to aviation managers, educators, students, and professionals interested in any
of the above issues.
This book is a practical guide for health care professionals encountering medical
emergencies during commercial flight. Health care providers should consider
responding to emergencies during flight as there are often no other qualified individuals
on board. This text covers the most common emergencies encountered during flight,
both general medical emergencies and those specifically tied to the effects of flying,
including cardiac, respiratory, and neurological issues. Medicolegal issues are
considered in depth, for both United States domestic and international flights, as there
is potential legal risk involved in giving medical assistance on a flight. Additional
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chapters are dedicated to pre-flight clearance and the role non-physician healthcare
providers can play. In-Flight Medical Emergencies: A Practical Guide to Preparedness
and Response is an essential resource for not only physicians but all healthcare
professionals who travel regularly.
Air Transport and Tourism: Interrelationship, Operations and Strategies is a
comprehensive textbook covering all major aspects of air transport from operational
and managerial perspectives, as well as exploring the intricate relationship that exists
between the air transport and tourism industries. The book introduces and provides indepth coverage of the complexities of the airline industry and the tourism industry and
the ways in which they are connected and impact on each other, for example, the
destination–airport–airline nexus, and the roles of air transport and airlines in tourism
and vice versa. Emphasis is placed on current and future trends, the impact of
COVID-19, sustainability and environmental challenges throughout. Comprehensive
coverage of airline operations, strategic management and planning, airport operations
and air transport information technology is also provided, offering a practical viewpoint
on these vital aspects of the subject. This will be the ideal introductory textbook for
students of tourism and hospitality studying courses in aviation and air travel.
The scientific monograph Mobility IoT deals with innovative technologies influencing
industry and connectivity sectors in the future industrial, urban, social and sustainable
development. The mobility and Internet of Things are worldwide phenomena almost in
everyday life. It is a challenge in many industries, not only in car manufacturing sector
but additionally in e-mobility, smart cities, smart factories (Industry 4.0), smart logistics,
social mobility, technological innovations, sustainability, multicultural development,
Internet of Things sectors, etc., belonging to the topic of SMART Mobility IoT issue.
Features practical, tested applications in Internet of Things mobility as presented at
Mobility IoT 2018 Includes application domains such as urban mobility, smart factory,
social mobility, and sustainability Applicable to researchers, academics, students, and
professionals
Redegør for forhold og betingelser i f.m. lufttransport og civilflyvning inden for Europa.
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